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ABSTRACT

A detailed analysis is presented of the Kiggeized pion exchange

Deck model for processes of the type ap •* A rl •+ (a ir)N, where

a = TT, K, or nudeon and a = p, K , N or A. Predictions of the ncdel

for both production and decay properties of the low mass system
"k "k

A •* (a ir) are derived and contrasted with data. BLffractive as well

as charge exchange reactions are treated. The role of pion exchange

in generating (a ?) enhancements near threshold and their properties

is exanined from several points of view. Characteristic exchange effects

and quantum nurber properties (e.g. cross-overs) of the pion exchange

Deck graph are sho«n to be verified in the data, but this graph alone
is inadequate. The failures all point to the need for a second graph,

having a exchange properties. The contributic

roughly equal to that of the ir exchange graph.

"k ie

having a exchange properties. The contribution of a exchange is
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. General

The apparent absence in Nature of resonances with spin-parity T = 1

quantum numbers remains an outstanding mystery, and a source of malaise

for quark model proponents. Well-known enhancements are present in mass-

distributions, for exc!mple the A, + 3ir and Q •* Rmr, which are candidates

for the desired T = 1 nonet. These enhancements are known also to be
_u j_ 2 3

dcminantly, although not exclusively, in the J = 1 partial waves. •

The difficulty with their acceptance as resonances is two-fold. First,

the phase shift of a resonant wave should increase by 90° as the mass is

varied through the resonance region. The existing 3 particle spin-parity

analysis programs extract phases from the data which show essentially no

variation with mass of the dominant J = 1 phase shift, relative to the
9 o

other partial waves. • The strength of this conclusion depends, of course,

on the competence of the phase-shift analysis programs to extract

the true phase variation of a (perhaps) broad resonance located near threshold.

Questions have indeed been raised regarding this competence, and also con-

cerning the theoretical reliability of the isobar assumptions built into the

programs.

The second argument against a resonance interpretation is that a

substantial non-resonant T - 1 + enhancement is expected from simple one

pion-exchange Deck graphs. ' This dynamical mechanism for producing a

non-resonant J = 1 enhancement seems so straightforward that it undoubtedly

contributes at least some of what is observed.

The Deck graph explanation is that the low mass enhancement results

from the effect of exchanges, rather than as a manifestation of direct (s)

channel dynamics.



It should be stressed from the start that the total observed JP = 1 +

enhancement could well be a sum (including interferences) of a resonant and

of a non-resonant Deck canponent. If the 1 Deck background is, say, 3

times as great in amplitude (10 tines in cross-section) as the 1 resonance,

then the phase shift programs nay well not be capable of extracting the

resonance. Much greater statistical accuracy in the data and perhaps more

clever methods of analysis would seem required to disentangle these options.

In this article I espcuse the Deck (i.e. the exchange model) interpretation,

and try to suggest tests of its suitability. However, it seems to me that

the case is not dosed against 1 resonances produced with cross-sections

of the size desired.1 (c.f. Section 4.3.)

1.2. The Peck Model

The Deck model has appeared in different disguises in the literature. '

Perhaps the best general context in which to place it is the framework of

double-peripheral models for reactions in which 2 particles enter and three

emerge. Nevertheless, in keeping with the currently popular application*

of the Deck model, I introduce tile subject differently. I try to motivate

tiie model by an invitation to examine the possible importance of pion-exchange

in inelastic reactions. Although the pion exchange graph is only one of the

candidates, if one thinks in the more general double-peripheral framework,

its unique appeal is based partly on the belief that its ma&iitude is

large, since the pion pole singularity is so near the physical region. Moreover,

its propagator is presuned "well-known", so that momentum transfer dependences

are approximately predictable. The greatest support is that the pion-exchange

graph seems to work. Extensive analyses by the Illinois group of the reaction

7ip •*• (3u)p conclude that essentially all aspects of the data they examined

are reproduced. However, in spite of this success, there are troubles



for Che T exchange Deck model, both theoretical and phenomenological.

Other graphs appear to be required to resolve these difficulties. In this

expose, I will examine die Deck model's successes and failures for several

reactions, as well as some of the consistency problems faced on the theoretical

side. Further experimental checks are proposed.

1.3. Reactions Studied

I will explain in some detail how the nodel is employed to describe

the production and decay characteristics of A* in reactions of the form

ap - A*N H. a*7iN . (1)

Here, a may be any one of the set (IT, IT*, K°, K°, p, p, n, and so forth).

Correspondingly, a table can be made:

a A* a*

K

K

(T

TT

71

N

N

Q

L

\

*3

A3

"N*(1300)"

^890

^1420

P

f

g

N

A

If N « p, these processes all fall into the general class of inelastic

diffraction dissociation reactions. Their experimental characteristics are

similar, so that it suffices to treat the general process (Eq. 1), except

that numerical calculations require specification of appropriate masses. I

will also report on "charge-exchange Deck model" calculations, for which



N in Eq. (1) is a neutron. Detailed experimental study of these "charge

exchange reactions", including a spin-parity determination of their en-

hancement?, is of critical importance.

It will be noted that all processes listed above are "beam dissociation"

reactions, viiich means, in the pion-exchangp Deck model, that the production

of A* in ap •* A*p is a reflection of pion-target (e.g. pion-nucleon)

elastic scattering. There are, of course, also "target dissociation"

processes of the types

aN *a(nN)

a N •+ a(iriTN)

in which an elastic scattering plays a dominant role. I discuss such

reactions also, but in ouch less quantitative detail.

From the Deck model point of view, the properri.es of the enhancement

at lew (a*ir) mass in reaction (1) are reflections of the properties of

exchanges. Thus, it is essential to be on the lookout for direct evidence

in the data for characteristic features of exchanges, and for tests or

indications of the quantum nurbers of specific exchanges. My conclusions

are that the data at small values of (a*ir) mass do show evidence for ex-

change effects, particularly in the decay angular distributions, and that

the quantum nmfcers of these exchanges may be determined by synmetry tests

(e.g. polarizations, cross-overs) similar to those previously used successfully

in studies of much simpler reactions.

1.4. Outline

In Section 2, the Deck model amplitude is presented and criticized.

Numerical parametrizations are given.

In Section 3, characteristic model predictions for the production of

A* in ap •* A*N are derived and compared with data. These include the



enhaicewnc generated near t't reshold in the ira* invariant mass distribution

(Section .'.*. 1); the magnitude ar.iC energy dependence of the integrated cross-

section (Section 3.2); the systematic behavior of the slope of the production

differential cross-section da/dt_„ . » a function of s, the mass >!„*„,

and t ie A* decay armies (Section 3.:>; <tid polarizati as (Section 3.4).

Section 4 is a^cted to the decay aspects of A* •- n&*. These include

the spin-parity content c : Che A* system, for both "diftractive" and

charge-exchange production (Section 4.1); a critique of die role of pion

exchange (Section 4.2); the matter of whether t-chamel or s-channel helicity

cousexvation is preferred (Section 4.4); and the dependence on mass of the

absolute =nd relative phases of the different T states (Section 4.5).

Inasmuch as some readers will be more interested in decay questions

arui l i t t le concerned by production properties, I have tried to write Section 4

so that i t may be read independently of Section 3, and vice-versa. Nevertheless,

i t tfust be stressed that the Deck model does not "factorize". Production

and deci." are correlated, in that different regions of the "decay angular

distribjn.cn of the object with mass M.*" have different production properties,

and vice-versa. I try to spell-out what some of these correlations are, and

how they may be seen by experimental selections not yet tried, to my knowledge.

I am particularly fond of a selection on the s-channel azimithai angle <J>_
s

in A* decay, for reasons explained in Sections 3.3 and 4.2.

An Appendix is included in which I derive various useful kinematical

relationships. Conclusions are gathered in Section 5.

2. DECK GRAPHS AND PARAMSIRIZATION

The pion-exchange Deck graph is drawn in Fig. l(a). It represents

production of a system a* by n exchange, followed by elastic scattering



of. the pion from the nucleon target. It is relatively well-known that this

diagram generates an enhancement near (a*n) threshold in the mass distri-

bution da/dM ̂  .

One of the more important conclusions of this investigation is that the

threshold enhancements cannot be described successfully only in terms of pion

exchange Deck amplitudes. Indeed, if one adopts the notion of an exchange

model description of the low mass Cra*) enhancement in ap •+ (na*)N, it

appears necessary to use both n exchange and a* exchange graphs, as

drawn in Fig. 1. In the usual parlance, this means both t channel and u

channel exchanges in the scattering process a R •* a*n, where "R" denotes

some effective exchange at the pN -vertex.

The 7i exchange graph is relatively easy to parametrize, although

ambiguities do exist. The formalism of the a* exchange graph is much

less certain. Msreover, once two graphs are involved, questions arise

regarding interferences, double-counting, and so forth.

In this section, I discuss the detailed parametrization of the ir

exchange graph only. I will not write down any explicit forms for a*

exchange. The conclusion that tr exchange alone is insufficient is based

on contrasting some salient predictions of the ir exchange graph with

data, in Sections 3 and 4. Mast if not all of these discrepancies with data

could be removed by inclusion of the a* exchange graph, this latter

conclusion is based on the qualitative behavior expected for a* awhange,

as I will discuss.

2.1. the Illinois Graph

I treat the reaction ap -+ (a*ir)N, which is only a selected portion

of ap ->• (ainr)N. Because the a* resonance is a large fraction of the

(air) scattering amplitude, I describe a correspondingly large fraction of



the full reaction ap -» (amr)N. To try to accouat for all, one could instead

parametrize the graph shown in Fig. 2, in which the a* resonance is replaced

by the full (air) scattering azplitude. This is what is dons in the Illinois

analyses of the :r exchaige Peck amplitude.

Obviously the Illinois procedure results in a more conplete fit to

the data, but I believe the. essential points of agreement aid disagreement

between the n exchange Deck graph aid the data are not affected. Thus,

instead of facing the full 2 to 4 body process ap * (ainr)N, I restrict

nyself to the technically simpler 2 to 3 body reaction ap •»• (a*n)N.

2.2. Variables

Five independent kinematic variables are required in the description

of a 2 •* 3 body process, such as ap •+• a*irN. I select the set of invariants

S7ra* = *\a*' STTN = ^ N ; C
PN'

 fcaa*, aad s" lheS£ are illustrated in Fig. 3.

I will introduce other related sets when I discuss decay properties in

Section 4.

2.3. Pion

Practical readers interested only in the answer are urged to skip to

Eq. (8). The following is a detailed boring discussion of the content of

Bq. (8).

The essential physics of the T exchange Deck graph dravn in Fig. l(a)

is represented by the anplitude

A » £-
iv LA

where the coupling constant g at the iraa* vertex is discussed below.

2 —1The pion-exehange propagator accounts for the factor (Jâ  - t *) , and

the amplitude A^Cs ™, t_„) represents the off-shell scattering up •*• -nN.



Note that spin-indices are omitted here, but they may be reintroduced

i f one wants to discuss polarizations (Section 3.4).

As written above, the amplitude A shows no explicit dependence on

either s or s *. Keggeization of the pion introduces dependence on

sua*' a s discussed below.

The use of exchanges to describe the dynamics at small values of

(a*ir) invariant mass is surely open to criticism. In the same spirit in

which they are used in plastic phase-shift analyses, one might imagine

employing exchanges at low (a*n) mass to describe the (small) high partial

waves, and then try to extract the dynamically more interesting lower waves

from data. This i s a fine idea, but for the fact that in the inelastic

reaction ap -» a*np, the peripheral pion exchange actually generates

predominantly the Large s wave system. This conversion of the

pion's role from the highest to the lowest partial waves i s a direct con-

sequence of the inelastic kinematics, aid of the fact that following i t s

exchange, the exchanged picn ixidergoes diftractive scattering from the

nucleon. This marvelous phenomenon i s explained in Section 4.1.

I employ exchanges at low subenergy without further apology.

Various prescriptions are possible for "taking the pion off-shell" in

the amplitude A^. I adapted one method aid did not investigate others.

I construct A^ from cn-shell TTN elastic data. The off-shell pion i s

imagined to have only spin and helicity zero. The cn-shell uN aiplitude
a

i s evaluated from Saclay phase shifts up to M a « 2.6 GeV, and from a

multipole Regge f i t for higher M „. I obtain Â u at a given value of

and of the scattering angle B „ from the incident to final nucleon.

In the on-shell case 9 „ i s the usual cm. scattering angle. For the
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inelastic process, Bj, is the scattering angle from p to N in the

final ITN rest frame, calculated fran the Inelastic kinematics. Thus

cos9 „ is always in the physical interval [-1, +1], aid the elastic

amplitude A „ is never required in a domain which is nonphysical for

elastic scattering.

As Eq. (2) is written, the exchanged pion is "bare"; there is no

"form factor" in t %, nor any Regge factors.

Various prescriptions exist for altering the form of the pion propa-

gator away from the pole. For example, nothing inhibits the introduction

of a mild form factor

exp<-a(n£ - t^*)) (3)

with a ^ l or 2 (GeV/c)" . This serves to reduce the contribution of

bare pion exchange at large It^J. Similar suppression could be obtained
2 1if (nfj - ta^) were replaced with a dual-model type propagator

H-*J (4)

where r(x) is Euller's Ganma function and

is the pion Regge trajectory, with slope a .

Reggeization of the pion also introduces dependence on s *. At very
a

large s ^ , this factor has the form s ^ * in the amplitude. It is less

clear what form should be used at low s^ 4, . even whether Reggeization

is justified at all. The specific form I use is
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where u is the momentun transfer fran incident particle a to the final

pion.

a
This form (6) indeed fits data better than the sinpler form s *, for

reasons which I will mention below, but the effects are more cosmetic than

fundamental.

The explicit dependence on s ^ whichever form is used, serves

to sharpen the enhancement generated at low (ira ) mass, but i t does not

create the enhancement. The dpppnHpnre on s ^ shows up most clearly

in the distribution da/dj>*M, where ^ is the t-chamel azinvthal angle

(Treiman-Yang angle) of the final irN system. Dependence on

\a-x in the aaplitude produces an asymnetry in do/d<j>™ in reasonable

agreement with data.

Save for this Treiman-Yang angle distribution and for the issue of

phase mentioned below, the agreement or lack thereof of the pion-exchange

Deck model with data does not depend in a major way on Reggeiration of the

pion.

Reggeization provides the signature phase factor e 7rair in the

amplitude. At the pion pole, this phase is purely real. Thus, features

depending on die presence of this phase factor require an examination of

data at | t *| -values large enough for c^ to be non-negligible. Anong

the observational means for detecting the phase variation factor, two may

be mentioned. Che would be the interference of the pion-exehange Deck

graph with anoth , amplitude of known phase structure. For example, the

interference of Tip •* (3ir)p with up -+ A»p, could be used, under the
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hypothesis that the k^ production phase is known. Second, in a spin-

parity deconpesition of the Deck anplitude in the wa* subchannel, at

fixed MraA, the relative phase of the different partial waves (e.g., s

wave vs. p wave) depends on o^ directly. This is discussed in Section

4.5. The Illinois group8'11 argues that both methods are consistent with

the assumption that the Regge phase factor is present, with slope a ^ 1

(GeV/c)"2.

The question of whether the pion is a Regge pole can presumably be

answered directly with data on, say, up •*• p°n. In an analysis of such

two-body data. Field and Sidiu conclude that the absence of significant

shrinkage of the differential cross-section from 6 to 17 GeV/c puts a limit

on ô  of the type aff < 0.3. Michael takes a more global view in

arguing that strong evidence is lacking both for and against the assertion
13that the pion is a nonnal Regge pole with slope near unity. The lesson

for investigations in which the pion is used in inelastic processes i s clear.

Results which depend too strongly on the slope a should be examined

cautiously.

In suamary, the full amplitude I use for rnmericaT confutations is

[%(^a7r)3 y / 2

with slope off = 0.9.

In addition to caveats already listed, Bq. (8) is fiirther naive in that

"absorption" effects are absent. I believe a l l these points of weakness

do not affect the major conclusions reached in this article.

It should be noted that I treat both "diffractive" ap •* A p and

charge exchange ap+An (or an+Ap) processes. Other than isospin
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constant factors, the difference between the diffractiva and charge exchange

reactions resides entirely in the amplitude \^.

At large s „, this difference may be expressed by the fact that the

leading s ^ dependence of A ^ differs in the t™c cases:

" p * (9)
Diffracts

This sinple difference in the s „ behavior of A « leads directly

to the prediction of several important differences between diffractive

and charge exchange inelastic processes, including their overall s

dependence, shapes of mass distributions, decay angular distributions, spin-

parity content and so fordi, as I will describe below.

2.4. Coupling Constants

The coupling constant g in Eq. (8) varies for different sets (a, a ) .

If (a, a*) = (p, n) or (n, p) ,

g2 = 2 • (4ir)(M.5)/-taafc . (10)

If a i s a / = l" vector state, then g is evaluated easily in

terms of the width r of a + a t

g2 = 48TT r n ? * / ^ - (ma + m , ) 2 } ^ 2 * - (ma - \)2}k . (11)

For a £ = 2 + object a*, the numerical factor 48 in Eq. (11) is

replaced by 80.
2

Ihe value of g must be further reduced by isospin factors appropriate

to the charge states considered. For the reaction K p * K ° n p , if only

the charged decay mode K -»• K ir~ is accepted, the isospin factor is 4/9.
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For K°p -+ K TT"P, with only K •+ K°ir+ accepted, the factor is again

4/9. For K~p ->• K. V^n, with only the mode K " + K°TT~ accepted, the

factor is 2/9.

2.5. Normalization

Normalization is such that the integrated cross-section in mfllibams is

0 = 0 , 3 8 9 3 ^ 1 ^

The flux factor F is

2
and S |A] is the usual square of the absolute value of the invariant matrix

element, sunned over final spins and averaged over initial spins. The three

particle phase space element is

The final and initial particle four-vector momenta are

qi = (%. ̂ ij,) aad Pj " (Pj • Pjo) .

as illustrated in Fig. 3.
2

As discussed above, the quantity Z lAwNI appearing in Eq. (8) i s the

(off-shell) irp -» irN scattering amplitude, squared and sunned, as usual.

If the IT were on-shell, the differential up elaafic cross-section in

millibams would be

da 0.3893 <-,A ,2

I computed distributions for the Reggeized Deck model using a standard

Monte Carlo event generator. Results are described below.
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3. PRODUCTION PROPERTIES

Because the full e las t ic amplitude A „ i s infop<frfed in the inelast ic

amplitude, Eq. (8), many production properties of ap -»• (a w)N are a direct

reflection of observed features of up •+ TTN. These include overall normal-

ization, the s dependence of oia^j, cross-over properties of the

differential, cross-section d o / d t - the dominance of natural parity exchange
pw,

in the t „ channel, 3nd polarization in the production. In this sectionp«

I will discuss each of these issues. I begin first with a treatment of the

character of the enhancement generated near threshold in the (ira ) mass

distribution.

3.1. The low Mass Enhancement

In the reaction ap •+• aiTnN, the Deck model assumes the presence of

resonances in the (an) and (uN) channels, but none in (amr) and (TTTTN).

It generates, nevertheless, pronounced non-resonant enhancements near

threshold in the mass distributions do/dM(ainr) and do/dM(irnN).

These enhancements are present whatever the charge and isospin quantum

numbers may be of (mra) and/at (mrN), provided that the Deck graphs may

be drawn. If the quantum numbers of (mra) or of (inrN) allow, there

may be genuine three body resonances in these channels, sitting on the

Deck enhancements. As examples, die A> rides on die high mass side

of the ^ Deck enhancement in the (3*) channel; the K*(1420) is

located on the high mass side of the Q(Kim) enhancement; and the N (1688)

is present in the (tins) or (N») channels. In principle, Che Deck

amplitude can interfere with Che production amplitudes for these uell

established resonances, as well a* vdch the ajplitudes representing the

production of ban* fide J - 1 A,, Q, and other resonances, so far not
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established. Here I will concentrate on the non-resonant pion-exchange

Deck enhancement. In Section 4.3 I include some comnents on resonance-Deck

interference.

For general reactions of the type 2 •+ 3, enhancements near threshold

in the invariant mass of a pair of the 3 final particles are a general

consequence of double-peripheral dynamics7, illustrated in Fig. l(c). Thus,

for a reaction mediated by Fig. l(c), the distributions da/dM^ and

show peaks near threshold, while da/cMjjj peaks near the

* (>fe - raj). The precise shape and strength of the lew mass

enhancements depend strongly on the particular trajectories o^ and o^

exchanged. The n exchange Deck model is a special example of Fig. l(c),

in which a 2 = plan and a, « Fomeron plus (p,f), in the case of

diffractive production, or ou « p in the case of charge exchange. The

peak near threshold in the M ^ distribution is more pronounced the greater

is the difference (0,(0) - <xJ$>)). For example, the diffractive case

provides sharper enhancements than for charge-exchange.

In the case of diffractive production, ap + a up, the pion-exchange

Diuck model provides a peak centered about 200 MeV above (wa ) threshold,

with full width at half mavinim roughly 400 MeV wide. All reactions are

thus very similar, save for a displaced threshold which is controlled by

the mass of a . A comparison with data is presented in Fig. 4. This is
Q

the Illinois calculation of irp + (3ir)p, based on the diagram of Fig. 2.

Vhile generally acceptable, it is evident that the model does not follow

the sharper fall of the data on the high mass side of the A, enhancement,

and that it fails to generate a second peak in the A, region. Thus, the

relative proportion of P and f present in inr scattering does not

translate properly into the relative strengths of A, and A-.
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A comparison of experiment and theory for Kp •* (Rmr)p at 40 GeV/c

is presented in Fig. 5. In the model, I computed Kp •* KQQQ up plus

Kp •* ̂ 420 "P" 'I^ie t^eorBt:^ca^ curves are normalized absolutely, based on

Eq. (8), but should be multiplied by the isospin factor (4/9) if exact

comparison is to be made with the data. Ihe relative proportion of Q and

L production seems to be correctly reproduced. However, the theoretical

curve rises from (Kgcy^O threshold too steeply, peaks at a value of (Kmr)

mass which is of order 50 MsV too low, and then tails-off on the high side too

gradually with respect to the data. Thus, die general agreement of die

Deck enhancement with the experimentally observed enhancement is only

qualitatively acceptable.

The discrepancy between theory and experiment on the high mass side

of the A, and Q enhancements suggests the presence of some additional

dynamical effect, not present in the model as it stands, which depresses

the theoretical curve on the high mass side. Che way to accomplish this

is to remove seme of the higher partial waves (i.e. waves above the dominant

s wave X = 1 ), because it is these higher waves which feed the cross

section at the larger values of (aim) mass. However, this "cure" seems

not to be sufficient, because even the mass variation of the J » 1
o

component in the theory is incorrect , falling off too gradually as (aim)

mass increases. Perhaps the lesson is that unitarity effects must be

included in the model, as a form of rescattering in the (irai channel.

3.2. Magnitude and Energy Dependence of o

For a selected range of A* mass, the total cross-section is obtained

by integration of Eq. (12) over all kinematic variables. The prediction 'A

"absolute" once a parametrization of Eq. (8) is adopted. Its magnitude
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is controlled by the magnitude of c/? and by the width r * for a -*• am.

The energy dependence of a.^ follows that of a ^ (or, in case of charge-

exchange, that of oQsTp •* m°n)). In Fig. 6, I present results obtained
o

by the Illinois group for ir~p •* A7p, vjhere A, i s defined as

1.05 <_M-j <_ 1.25 GeV. Agreement with the experimental cross-section in the

sane energy and mass range i s said to be good.

A few coranents may be node. Ob a purely technical level, keeping only

the irp -• (iTp)p contribution rather than the full Ill inois up -»• (3TT)P

amplitude, I obtain 67% of the quoted Illinois cross-sections at 10 and 20

GeV/c. A nore serious reflection on the agreement with data i s that use of
a a

s rather than [%(s - u^)] in the amplitude (Bq. (8)) reduces the
cross-section by 30%. Moreover, were a "form factor" of the type

2
exp(a(mf[ - t „ * ) ) introduced in the anplitude, the cross-section would be

reduced by roughly y- . Values of a - 2 are hardly unreasonable. Thus,

the "perfect" agreement with the experimental integrated cross-section i s

not to be interpreted too strongly as an indication that the pion exchange

graph saturates a l l the cross-section. A choice of parameters was made.

Cross-sections I computed for ICp • Kaon W±P a™* for K~p •*• Kg,*, im

are shown in Fig. 7. the charge-exchange cross-section i s an order of

magnitude smaller at 6 GeV/c than the diffractive cross-section, and i t

falls with energy much faster.

In comparing these cross-section with data , I find that my diffractive

results account for about half of the observed cross-sections in the range

6 to 1A GeV/c. At 40 GeV/c, o C ^ ^ 11 .6) - 188 ± 9 yb according to a

Geneva-CERN-IHEP collaboration , whereas I obtain 37 Jt>. Scaling ny result

up by 1.5 to account for the full (ftr) amplitude, rather than t ie K
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approximation, still leaves ma short by a factor of 3. Since I helped

myself to as much cross-section as I could [no form factor on the
aTT

71, [^(s^ - u^)] J T- conclude that die agreement in absolute normalization

is worse for Q production than it appears to be for A, production. Does

this imply need for a K exchange graph, and/or a contribution from

Kp -+ pKp, or something else? Observation experimentally of an enhancement

at low (Ko) mass in Kp •*• wKp suggests that Kp •+ pKp might be a good

fraction (e.g. 30%) of Kp ^ (Kirir)p, both experimentally and in the Deck

description thereof. The relevant graph might have a K exchange followed

by Kp off-shell elastic scattering, as shown in Fig. 8. Other features

of data, discussed in Section 3.3.2 also suggest that the K exchange

graph contributes to Kp •* K irp a cross-section roughly equal to that of

IT exchange.

3.3. Production Differential Cross-Sections

For ap •* (a IT)P, we may try to parametrize the differential cross-

section as

Here t1 is the difference (t - t z p , where t~™ is the ami lest

value of [t | for a given M itn. This paranetrizatlon is convenient,

and it often allows a reasonable x (although not always). Slope b depends

on s, Ma*.t, and also on the decay angles (6,*) in the A •• ira rest

frane. To first approximation b reflects the "input" slope from the

elastic "N part of the amplitude. As a function of s, b therefore

shows shrinkage, and it has other characteristic properties of TTN scattering,

such as crossover behavior.
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3.3.1- Shrinkage

Values of b I computed frcm the ir exchange Deck model for K~p + K ° TTp

axe presented in Fig. 9, for the selecticn M(K JT) < 1.5 GeV/c. I fitted

theoretical distributions to Eq. (17) over the range 0.02 < | t | < 0.5 (GeV/c) .

The shrinkage i s apparent, with b increasing logarithmically after a faster

init ial threshold rise. A comparison of the parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 9

shows that selections on the (pir) mass may have a large effect on the

measured slope. In K p * K ° n p, the A signal i s strong in the final

state at low incident momenta. Because elastic up scattering in the A

regions has a large effective slope, this effect i s transmitted to the

inelastic reaction.

Hie values of b+ given in Jig. 9(b) are roughly 0.7 larger than the

experimental values in the range 6 to 14 GeV/c. The rate of shrinkage

seen i s compatible with that observed in the data, as i s the difference

(b - b_J. Inclusion of a K exchange graph with weight comparable to

that of ir exchange would be expected to depress the net value of b+.

3.3.2. Cross-Overs

It i s observed experimentally that the slope b_ of do/dt for ir~p

elastic scattering is larger than b + for ir p elastic scattering. At

high energy the value of the ir~p differential cross-section at t = 0 i s

larger than that of ir+p, and i t s value at | t | > 0.4 (GeV/c) i s scalier.

The cross-over occurs near t - - 0.2 (GeV/c) . These cross-over properties

of nN elastic scattering should be reflected in inelastic processes i f

the pion exchange Deck model i s relevant. Because I recently wrote a long

article on this subject, to which the interested reader may refer for

details, I will confine my remarks here to a few brief comments.

Ihe 7i exchange Deck graphs relevant for ir~p •* (3ir)"p aid

K'p •* (K5nr)±p are sketched in Fig. 10. It will be noted that do/dt1 for
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the v (and K") induced inelastic processes is controlled by ir elastic

scattering. Thus, we easily predict bg. > b ^ and b^. > b ^ for the

above inelastic reactions, in fine accord with data. '

The analogous expectation for neutral Q production does not agree

with experiment. As sketched in Fig. 11, the process K°p -* Q°p is a

reflection of ir~p elastic scattering, whereas iFp -*• (Tp reflects ir p.

Thus, bj,o > t̂ jj is the ir-exchange Deck model expectation. Data from
21a SLAC experiment show the opposite.

The SUC K°p -»• Q°p results agree with the general systemati.es

abstracted from elastic processes, which is that anti-particle induced

reactions have larger values of do/dt at t = 0 and larger slopes than

18their particle induced counterparts.

VJhat are the inplicaticns of the disagreement with the SLAC data? One

possibility is that the larger slope for K° is a low-energy non-asymptotic
I i

effect, due to the presence of a A competing channel in the final state.

While this guess should be checked more explicitly in the data, a careful

reading of the publication suggests that the A region was excluded from

the data sample before slopes were measured.

A more interesting conclusion within the Deck model context is that

a K exchange graph must be involved. The K p (off-shell) elastic

scattering presunably obeys canonical systematics, with t w > b~* . As a

reflection, in the inelastic process K°p •* (jPp, we expect l w > b»p-

The IT aid K exchange graphs both contribute to Kp ->• Qp. For

K*p •* Q ^ . the 77 and K exchange graphs give the same prediction
bK" > bJT1"' ^ a S r e e m e n t ^ ^ data- However, for K°p •• (fp, tiie two

graphs give opposite results. The K exchange graph dominates the cross-
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ovei for Kp -»• Qp, presumably because the cross-over effect is more pro-

nounced in Kp elastic scattering than in wp elastic.

The conclusion that the K exchange graph contributes to Kp •* Qp

with weight roughly equal to that of die ir exchange graph has far reaching

consequences in Deck model investigations. It means that the TT exchange

graph might only be half the story also in all other processes to Which

the Deck model may be applied. A procedure to estimate the relative con-

tributions is described in Section 3.3.3.

The reaction K?p •+ Q°p is not the only reaction for which the ir

exchange Deck graph and the "other" exchange graph would predict opposite

signs for cross-overs in do/dt'. In Table 1, I itemize a set of reactions

and list the cross-over systematic^ expected. The overall cross-over in

the data, if any, is determined by die relative weights of die two con-

tributing exchange amplitudes.

3.3.3. How to Deal Midi die "Other" Graph

ttiile the IT exchange anplitude was relatively easy to parametrize,

die "other" graph is less so. If p or K exchange is used, die particle

is far off-shell even at overall negative momentum transfer. Moreover,

there are no measured cross-sections for pN or K N elastic scattering.

For pp •* pnn .. die "odier" graph requires nucleon exchange, whose para-

22metrization is a great deception.

In any case, before attempting detailed parametrizatioos, it is

preferable to seek as dixect evidence as possible in the data for die

characteristic features of die IT exchange and of die K ,p or nucleon

exchange graphs. There appears to be a good way to acconplLui this, by

studying die distribution da/d* , where *o is die "s-channer1 helicity
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or azinuthal angle of the A •+ a IT decay, in the A rest frame, as

sketched in Pig. 12.

Vfe may choose as a set of independent kinenatic variables the 5

quantities (s, U , M ^ , 9fi, and <(is). The variable $g is "conjugate"

to taaic because (Appendix, Ba. (A. 38))

I'afi*1 = A " B ^^s '

where A and B are positive valued functions of the other 4 invariants.

Tn the absence of any dependence on £__* (or on t ) in the anplitude

for ap -»• a itN, the distribution da/db should be flat, regardless of

whatever dependence is present in the anplitude on the other 4 invariants.

My nimerical calculations show that the pion-exchange graph gives a sharp

peaking of da/d* towards cos* = + 1. An exanple is shown in Fig. 13.s s

The a exchange graph will peak towards cos* = - 1. The sum of the two

could be flat, or show various other structure depending upon the relative

weights of the two graphs. A glance at do/dq> should therefore be instaitly

instructive.

Selections on A should be especially useful. If events are chosen

with cos<fc > 0, the contribution from the TT exchange Deck graph iss

enhanced. Correspondingly, cos* < 0 selects the a exchange graph.

Returning to the cross-over situation in K°p •*• Q°p, I predict that

events in the cos* > 0 segpent should have the non-caionical cross-overs
behavior bj-o > bnp , controlled by the n exchange graph, whereas events

with cos<{>g < 0 should follow the K exchange systematLcs, bmj >

If this prediction fails, the Deck model is in serious difficulty.

A second reaction for which there are data is TTp •* ir(ir~A ) at
1916 GeV/c. No cross-over is observed in the total sample. Here <{> is
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cos<J>s > 0 should have a cross-over determined by (TT^IO elastic scattering,

namely b ^ > b _ . If cos<(> < 0, the Deck graph incorporates (ir*A )

elastic scattering, for which h^_ > b ^ is expected. The overall absence

of a cross-over suggests equal compensating contributions from the ir and

A exchange graphs. These predictions were checked in the data by making

the <J> selections snd examining the cross-over properties of the t-distributians
23

in the two segments. The predictions are confirmed. The same predictions

apply to K4p •+ K ^ I T A " * 4 ) , for which data exist at 8 GeV/c.

The success of the cross-over predictions for iTp •*• iC(jT& ) confirms

the utility of the cos* selection procedure. It also helps to establish
s

that the cos<f>s > 0 region shows quantum nunfcer characteristics (synmetry

properties) of TT exchange, whereas the cos* < G region has baryon
s

exchange properties. Thus, the validity of using exchanges of specific

type to describe the lew mass (TT~A ) enhancement is supported. Note, in

passing, that the data show also that production and decay of (if"A )

do not faetorize, in that different portions of the decay angular distribution

have different production characteristics.

3.3.4. Mass-Slope Correlation

A general feature of inelastic data is that the slope b of

a o/dt'dM.. at fixed s decreases systematically as ftL* increases.

Data on Kp •* (Knr)p at 40 GeV/c are shown in Fig. 14, along with results

of my calculation. The agreement is excellent.

The interpretation of this anti-shrinkage with increasing M_*_ is

intriguing. Regarding the process as ap • A p, we might conclude that

the production dynamics depend intrinsically on the mass of A (or on
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the "size" of A ), in such a way that slope b is an explicit function

of M ^ . The Deck model provides a different interpretation, essentially

a kinematic correlation explanation.

At the threshold M ̂  = (m * + iq^), the nrmprrtrm transfers

and t are related by die equation (see Appendix)

(19)

The essential t dependence of the pion exchaige IXsck aq>litude i s

expressed as

A i -7- i exp(A t_> . (20)

Near threshold, therefore,

A 11^. tpM exp(X t p N) i expOc, t ^ (21)
t p M

( twhere l^ > A. Thus, we expect a large slope b(t> 2k2) for low M.* ,

significantly larger thai the "input" elastic slope 2A. Mich above

threshold, the kinematic coupling no longer operates and, for a sum of

reasons, b < 2A.

The n-exchange Deck model results I present in Pigs. 14a) aid b)

illustrate these arguments, and appear to agree with experiment.

The a exchange graph will also give a similar mass-slope correlation,

although perhaps less pronounced.

There is an obvious way tc check whether the Deck explanation is

correct. Because the model's explanation depends on the kinematic coupling

between t „ aid tga^c (or t ̂ , it should suffice to redo the analysis,
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but in more dimensions. Thus, one should investigate the three dimensional

distribution

F <22>

for fused t * and determine whether the slope in tV» s t i l l falls

systematically as MaAw is Increased. If so, the Deck explanation is

wrong.

Sadly, present statistics do not allow such precision.

An attempt to study die mass-slope correlation effect in greater
O/ -1-

detail was made by Pirila and MLettinen with data en p p * p(nir ) at

19 GeV/c. Suffering from poor statistics, they adopted a complicated maximum

likelihood fit technique, they conclude that the pion-exchaige Deck model

explanation is not correct. Their method appears to be reliable, but its

conclusions are really limited to a denial that the pion-exchange graph

is the whole story. They cannot rule out the possibility that a combination

of pion and baryon exchange amplitudes would work. Their analysis should

not be misunderstood either as "proving" that slope b must have intrinsic

dependence en the mass M
A preliminary investigation of K*p •*• K iTp at 8 GeV/c was reported

by the AtbBns-Bruxelles-<2BN-DemDcritos-Iiverpool-4iDns-Vienna collaboration ,

using the Pirila technique. This paper concludes also that the pion exchange

Deck graph alone is insufficient to explain die mass-slope correlation.

3.4. Polarizations

Problems encountered in spin-parity analysis of the Aj and Q regions

include that of coherence. Among others, a source of incoherence is die

fact that different nucleon spin-anplitudes contribute to ap + A p -» (ira )p.
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In an attespt to measure the relative sizes of the spin non-flip and spin-flip

amplitudes, it should be valuable to determine the polarization In the production.

Cn a more general level, polarization data would appear to be as crucial to

the detailed understanding of inelastic reactions as they have been in

elastic scattering. Finally, as I will detail here, they should provide

another excellent test of exchange model ideas. These tests have both

qualitative and quantitative aspects.

Imagine production from a polarized proton target at rest in the lab

define N as the normal to the ap- •+

plane. Its sense is determined as usual by

"* ic ic

and define N as the normal to the ap- •+Apc+ (a "pPj production

S-axf'PfXa. (23)

where a, A , and p- are lab system manentura vectors. I am interested

in the correlation between the direction of target polarization and N.

Other components of polarization may be measured in inelastic reactions,

but I confine my attention here to this normal component, denoted P-J^T-

According to the IT exchange Deck model, this polarization is pre-

dictable from that measured in n-N elastic scattering. However, two

points must be mentioned. First, in computing P(tL«, M-#*), as a function

of momenttxn transfer and mass, it is necessary to average over a wide

interval in the irN final subenergy. This means an average of the elastic

polarization over a wide energy range. Second, the normals to the ap * A p

and final up production planes do not point in the same direction. The

input elastic polarization is that measured along the normal n « p^ x ir~,

in the polarized target lab frame.

After working things througi in detail, I find the following n

?7exchange Deck model prediction for inelastic polarization:*'
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uinel 'inel F ~ V3 | " " *el

where c[ ] stands for an integral over phase space.

This should be compared with Eq. 12 of Section 2. The factor n • H,

which is easily reexpressed in terns of invariants, takes care of the

difference in reaction plane normals. The value of n • N varies over

phase space, but peripheral events at high energy have n • N = 1. Thus,

the elastic polarization is not washed out.

Sons results of my explicit calculations are presented in Figs. 15

through 18. The mean effective nN lab nomentum contributing to ap - a *N

turns out to be roughly one-fourth of the incident particle a lab noosntum.

Although the results are shorn for K*p • K iTp, the sane curves apply for

any processes of the type ap » a irp (e.g. sJp -» (3»}*p) Mt die unaeno?

indicated,and with M(a ") selected correspondingly.

Inasmuch as the magnitude of elastic "N polarisation falls with energy

rou^ily as l//s, so does with that of ^iney However, the effective

threshold is much higher (x 4) in the inelastic case. The explicit cal-

culations show that polarizations are expected to be substantial even at

40 GeV/c.

The "mirror-syametry" of »N elastic polarisation is evident in the

predictions shown in Figs. 16-18; i.e. P + - - P_. Since this prediction is

closely tied to T exchange, it is strictly true only for the n exchange

region cos$s > 0, discussed in Section 3.3.3. The "double-zero" of
2

TT-N elastic polarization near |t| =0.6 (GeV/c) is also evident. I

doubt this will show up in the inelastic reactions because other exchanges

and spin anplitudes will probably have complicated the story at these larger

t values.
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The influcence of the "other" exchange graph deserves c a n n c . For

exsple, in Kp - (K e)p, che K exchange graph, with K p elastic

scattering, will doubtessly no£ give polarizations hiving the tatrror syooetric

property character!*elc of sH scattering. Gompsxiaaw with data should

bear this in ntod, and selections an cos* «re always advisable. Jf the

polarization* in K p and K p elastic scattering are siMlar co chose of

K'p elastic soitcerin£. chen the cos* < 0 region doadnated by K exchange

should show positive polarizations for both Q* production.

If one thinks of K:p •• Q"p aa a quasi-*Lastic process with properties

sinllar to Kp elastic scattering, the expected polarizations should be

positive for both Q+ and Q". for al l values of eos#s> as they axe for

K*p elastic scattering. The contrast of this expectation with che results

given in Figs. 15-18 is striking.

3.5. Quancun timbers at the Nuclaon Vertex

Because the natural parity exchanges dominate in aeson-baryon glastic

scattering ( i . e . . P. s, f. u, K^>. by reflection they a n also predicted

by che Deck model to control che reactions ap + (• *)N.

In the region of phase space dominated by « exchange (cos*,, > 0) ,

che exchanges at che pN vertex oust have positive G parity QP,p, f) as

well.

4. PROPERTIES OF THE nBCMf A* - a*w

The Deck amplitude provides a potentially cooplete description of both

the production aid decay aspects of the system A (• a *) in the reaction

a p * a iS. In the previous section, properties of production were described.

The present chapter deals with decay. However, I should stress from the

start chat production aid decay do not factorize. For instance, different
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regions of the decay phase space of A •*• a TT are produced with different

monentun transfer distributions.

4.1. Spin-Parity Content

The first question of Interest i s the spin-parity content of A . The

model provides definite predictions. The results are very different for

diftractive and charge-exchange production.

Coqplicated numerical programs exist for determining the partial wave
* *

content of A - (a™), whether A is generated from a model amplitude or

is actual data.' However, the essential physical ideas are trivial, and

simple analytic argunents suffice for understaiding the predictions of the

model.

The model anplitude is presented in Eq. (8) in terns of invariants. To

obtain the partial wave content of the low-mass A enhancement generated

by this anplitude, we must reexpress the amplitude in terms of a more appropriate

(or transparent) set of variables. In the rest system of A , this set should

include che two decay angles of A , (6, $), with respect to some set of axes.

The partial wave content is then obtained by projecting A (s, t-,, M,.*, 6, <p)

onto a set of angular momentun functions Y, M(6, <fr):

(9-»> • (25)

The "constants" a. M are functions of s, t « , and M.*. If the enhancement

is purely an s-wave, then only a i s nan-zero.

The s-channel set of angles (9 6 ) i s defined in Fig. 12, whereas
S o

the c-channel (Gottfried-Jackson) set (9t> * t) i s presented in Fig. 19.

We may try to guess the spin-parity content of the ir exchange Deck

amplitude by regarding the graph of Fig. l(a) as a quasi-two body process
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aR •• a T, where K i s some effective exchange at the pN 'vertex. This

quasi-two body process in Fig. l(a) i s mediated by pion-exchange, whose

anplitude behaves as (n^ - t *)~ . In terms of cose., we therefore

have an anplitude of the form

*n kj-kj cos8t

where k, and k^ are positive constants. The naive guess then would be

that do/dcos6c is very peaked towards cos9t = + 1, and, consequently,

that the partial wave deconposicLon shows a broad spectrum of high partial

waves, and very little s-wave. This indeed is what happens for sisple

2 + 2 aaplitudes, but it is not true of the Deck 2 * 3 amplitude.

The essential point missing from the above argument is that there are

txc important sources of dependence on cosO in the Deck anplitude. Hie

The first is indeed the propagator (n£ - C *) , but the second is the

dependence en s „ present in the anplitude A-MCS^J,,
 t

ljp-

An aside: the Appendix may be consulted for details; the relevant

kinematic conclusion is the relationship (Eqs. (A. 21) and

(26)

cose + E sine •* (m - t ^ ) (27)

at small t „.

In the ir exchange Deck anplitude, the essential dependence on s ^

and on taaic in the diffractive case ap -» a up is expressed by (Eqs. 2

and 9).

<28)

According to Eq. (27), therefore, the cose dependences cancel each

other and
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i . e . a fraction independent of 9 and • ; dQ/dco«e should be flat from

cosd - -1 to +l. This means expressly that the dominant T content of the
6 With a J* - 1~ a* the J* of A*diffractive enhancement is s wave.6 With a J* - 1~ a*, the J* of

Is 1+ If a* i s 2", A* i s 2+.

In the charge-exchange case, A ^ "v s~». Thue,

A*

~ t M*
} (30)

T. (k, - kj co«e ) " * .

The charge-exchange process ap • a TO is therefore expected to show a full

spectrum of partial waves, not a dominant 8-wave.

In Fig. 20(a), I present results of my <vii<ii1arlr^ of do/dcoae for

K~p •* K*trN at 14 GeV/c, for the mass interval ^ ^ < 1.5 GeV. The diffractive

Kcase Kp -» K J p shows a rather flat (s-wave) distribution from co>8 » - 1

to cos6t % 0.5, and then a rising tail of high partial waves. This basically

agrees with the analytic argument given above. The tail of high partial waves

near cosd - + 1 arises in part from the fact that I use the full amplitude

A » in my calculations, not just the leading diffractive (t S B N ) part.

Ihe distribution do/dcos6t for the charge-exchange process Kp -» K TO

in Fig. 20(a) shows a very small s-wave component, but a large forward

peak of high partial waves, again as advertised in the analytic discussion

above. The difference between the diffractive and charge-exchange angular

distributions do/dcosO is obviously very marked in the model.

In Fig. 20 (b), I present the distribution do/d coset for Î> •• K TO expected

at 4.2 GeV/c, with a different mass selection from that of Fig. 20(a), which

serves better to exclude the K (1420) resonance region. Ihe s-wave component

in charge exchange is relatively larger at this lower momentum, and more

restricted (K IT) mass interval.
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A series of canneries follows.

1. Sensitivity of results to details of parametrization. To evaluate

this sensitivity, I made some calculations with s .^ Instead of %(»wK* -

as the Reggie subenergy factor in Eq. (8). A ccopaxison of results is shown

in Fig. 21. The choice of % ( S
T K * - u^,) obviously enhances the s-wave

component substantially.

2. The Illinois group made a very careful partial wove decomposition

of their n exchange Deck amplitude for up •» (3n)p. The results are shown

in Fig. 22, as the intensity of the various contributing waves versus mass

of the 3TT system. In comparing these result! with data, they find that

the T « 1 intensity peaks at about the correct value of (3w) mass, but

that its full width at half mmciimn is too broad. Their predicted ratio

of 0"/l+ intensity is too large to agree with the data.

3. ttiile by no means a perfect description of the data, it is clear

that the IT exchange Deck graph provides a threshold enhancement which

resembles the data for the diffractive reactions ap •*• a up, not only in

overall production aspects, but also in J content. The substantial

difference expected by the model for the S content of the low-mass

enhancement in the charge-exchange process ap + a m argues strongly for

a detailed experimental J analysis of such data. If die s-wave X - 1

signal fouid in the charge-exchange data is much stronger than that foreseen

in the model, this fact in itself would argue for resonance interpretatioa

of the enhancement in charge exchange (c.f. also Section 4.3).

4.2. A Critique of the Itole of Pion Exchange

The J analysis discussed in the previous section is based entirely

on the IT exchange Deck graph, Fig. l(a). The results agree rather well
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with data, and thus cne might suppose that this agreement supports keeping

only the IT exchange graph. Tndeed, the cancellation between the diffractive

s ^ dependence and the pion pole propagator to give a dominant J » 1

enhancement uould almost appear to rely crucially on pion exchange. Uh-

fortunately, the case is not so simple.

4.2.1. The a Exchange Graph

Although the parametrization of the a exchange propagator for Fig. l(b)

is not as simple as that for pion exchange, the essential momentum transfer

and siiienergy dependences of the amplitude will resemble (for ap -»• a up)

Aa* * sa*p e ^ V / K * " tair) • (31

to first approximation. The kinematical derivations of the Appendix show

that the sane cancellation of cos6 dependence occurs here, as for TF

exchange (Eq. A.32). Thus, to first order again, the a exchange graph

also provides basically a flat distribution da/dcos6 , and an s-wave ira

enhancement. Doubtlessly the contributions to higher partial waves of a

and TT exchange will be different, but both should contribute significantly

to the s-wave.

The J content and the distribution da/dcose,. are therefore obviously

not very useful means for establishing the presence of IT and/or a

exchange contributions. The distribution da/dcosB is furthermore in-

appropriate for attempts to estimate the relative size of ir and a exchange

contributions. Just as the ir exchange graph gives a peak near cos6t = 1

in do/dcose (Fig. 20), the a exchange graph will tend to peak near

cose = - 1. However, the "background" from the ir exchange graph extends

all the way to cose = - 1, and its magnitude in the region cose,. < 0 is
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very sensitive to the choice of paxanetrization of the ir exchange amplitude

(compare Figs. 20 and 21). Thus from the plot of do/dcoset i t remains

unclear how much cross-section to assign to the * and a exchanges.

An exception to this rule i s a situation in which quantum numbers forbid

one of the exchanges. For example, in K~p + K n n , K exchange i s forbidden,

and the distributions reflect the * exchange graph directly.

4.2.2. The Distribution do/d»c

Fortunately, the distribution da/d* should provide direct evidence

for exchange effects and allow direct estimation of the relative size of

it and a exchange contributions. Here <J> i s the s-chamel azimuthal

angle of the A •* a -n decay, as defined in Fig. 12. The great virtue

of this angle i s based on the kinematic fact (see Appendix. Eq. (A.38)),

1*^*1 = A - B c o s * s (32)

where A and B are positive valued functions of the other four independent
28

invariants (s, MA*, t^j, s^) in the amplitude.

If the ap ->• a nN anplitude does not depend explicitly on t_-,

t , or on 4 , then the distribution da/d* is necessarily flat from
all S 5

0 to 2ir (to it i f folded). The only invariants which introduce dependence

on <t> into the anplitude are t * and t . An amplitude (ir exchange)

which i s large for small t * results in a peak of do/d<(> near <J> = 0,

whereas an aaplitude which favors small t (a exchange) causes a peak

in da/dOs near *s = ir. Note that t ^ + t^ = - s ^ + t p H +»£* +mj +mf .An explicit example i s presented in Fig. 13, from which i t i s seen hew

strongly the TT exchange Deck graph populates the region <(> < TJ£. Intro-

duction of a form factor in Eq. (8) to suppress large | t *| will favor
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the region <t>g < ir/2 even more strongly. Seen also in Fig. 13 is the

fact that the if exchange Deck graph generates a similar do/d4> distribution

for the diffractive and charge exchange reactions. This latter point illustrates

my argunent that i t i s the t * structure of Eq. (8), and not dependence on

other invariants, which is reflected directly in the da/djL, distribution.
s

Note that the peak in da/dA near 4> = 0 is the T exchange peak.

The pion-pole is not cancelled in this variable, as it was in the do/dcos6

plot, by the s ^ dependence of the inelastic amplitude. This should put

an end to the loose talk in some recent literature regarding cancellation of

pion singularity. The compensation occurs only in the cos0 distribution.

Experimental data on do/d$s are not as generally available as would

seem appropriate given the power of this distribution. A peak in da/fa
s

near 0 = 0 signals presence o f a u exchange graph, whereas a peak nears

<J> = IT gives evidence of an a exchange graph. The to ta l distribution

could be f la t , forward peaked, backward peaked, or otherwise, depending on

the relative strengths of the two graphs. The relative nunfaer of events in

the regions cos<j>5 > 0 and cos<j>5 < 0 can be used to estimate the relative

strengths of ir and a exchange. A preliminary view of data in the Q

region from ITp * K* iTp a t 8 GeV/c17 and for K"p * ? ir"p at 16 GeV/c29

show rather flat da/d<J> distributions. This result supports the conclusions
*

that, in these reactions, the ir and K exchange graphs are of roughly

equal importance, as was suggested in Section 3.3.2. This is the first direct

evidence that the pion exchange Deck graph alone is incapable of reproducing

the data in the Q region. Within the context of an exchange model inter-

pretation of the Q enhancement, both "t-channel" (i.e., ir ) and 'Hi-channel"

(i.e., K ) exchange graphs are required in roughly equal proportion. In

studies of pn -»• p(pTr") at 19 and 28 GeV/c, the Brookhaven-Vanderbilt
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30collaboration finds a <i distribution in the low-mass (art ) system
S

which shows roughly a 2 to 1 ratio of events favoring IT over barycn exchange.

4.3. Resonance-Deck Interference

As described in Section 4.1, the Deck amplitude provides a low mass

enhancement whose partial wave content covers a series of spin-parity states.

In Nature, there may also be, in addition, resonances in some or all of

these waves, whose production is coherent with that of the non-resonant (Deck)

background. For instance, in n p + (3ir)p, there is the T ~ 2 A,

resonance (d wave pir), which may interfere with the Deck 2 wave.

It is interesting to inquire about possible resonances in the s wave

(Tra ) system, which would interfere with the dominant s wave produced in

the Deck model. Cross-section estimates for the production of such resonances

run in the 10 to 20 lib range , whereas the Deck background is of order 100 yb.

Thus, the resonances would not stand out clearly in standard plots of invariant

mass. Moreover, existing three particle phase shift analysis programs may

find it particularly hard to disentangle such a weak resonance signal from

the Deck background.

The resonances might well shew up more transparently if the mass dis-

tribution da/dM^^ were plotted for events from a partial segment of the

decay angle phase space. Specifically, one might consider displaying events

in the two dimensional decay space defined by (cos6 , <t>.) [or by (cosO ,<$>)].
t t s s

The events could be divided into four (eight) samples and plots of da/cM ^

made for each:

I . -1 £ cose £ 0 IT ^ * 2. v/2

I I . -1 <_ cose < 0 TT/2 > <)> >_ 0

I I I . 0 < cose £ 1 IT >_ <j> >_ ir/2

IV. 0 < cose _< 1 TT/2 > <ji > 0
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A single resonance would populate all four (eight) segments equally,

whereas the IT exchange and a exchange Deck graphs concentrate events

towards specific corners, as shown in Fig. 24. The character of the resonance-

Deck interference should be sufficiently different in the four sectors. If

events taken, for example, from the two non-Deck comers of the (cos6, 41)

plot were to show statistically significant, relatively narrow structure,

the case for resonance interpretation would be correspondingly strengthened.

Background graphs do not create narrow peaks.

In searching for resonance effects in the QCKJTTT) region, careful

conparisons of K p and K~p data nay be particularly illuminating.

Because the K+p channel is exotic whereas K~p is not, die relative phase

of resonance and Deck background should be different in the two cases. This
20phase difference might explain the different mass structure observed for

the Q + and Q".

4.4. Helicity Conservation

At issue is knowledge of the value of helicity of the A object pro-

duced in ap - A N -* (ira )N, with respect to a given axis of quantization.

The favorite axes of reference are die t-chamel (Fig. 19) aid s-chamel

(Fig. 12) frames.

From the point of view of tie Deck model, there are two aspects to the

prediction of the s- ox/and t-chanel helicities of A . Since the pro-

duction amplitude is an anplitude for ap -> a TTN, one mist first decide

the helicity state of a aid then the net helicity of die conbined

system (na ). The helicity state of a is a question of how exchanges

couple at the respective vertices. The helicity contributed by the re-

conbination of (TO ) is easily expressed in terns of the azimudial angles

*s and 4>t.
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To illustate this latter point, suppose that a i s produced with helicity

zero in the t-chamel. Then the helicity of A is also zero in the t-chamel
*

i f and only i f the anplitude for ap •*• a nN does not depend on 4>t. If
ie

there i s 4> dependence, then the t-chamel helicity of A cannot be zero.

It must contain a sun of different helicity states.

Consider now the T exchange Deck anplitude, Eq. (8). It shows inportant

dependence on t ^ and on s » . Mien reexpressed in terms of s-channel

decay angles in the A rest frame, as detailed in the Appendix,

I W l * A " B cos*s (34>

where A and B are functions of the other four invariants. Vhen reexpressed

in terns of t-channel decay angles

STIN = C + D " ^ t " ( 3 5 )

Because the anplitude contains this important dependence on * and on

<t>t, the ^-exchange Deck model conserves neither s nor t channel helicity

for the full low-mass enhancement. In fact, the violations of both are

rather strong. Distributions da/d4>s and da/d*t I computed from the ir

exchange model are presented in Figs. 13 and 23. These would both be flat

i f no 4. dependence were present in the anplitude A .̂ The asymnetries

predicted are rather obvious. I argued above that the pronounced peak near

* = 0 in da/d* owes i t s existence to TT exchange. The experimentals s
distributions da/db for Rp * K up i s mare nearly flat, ' in dis-

agreement with the pure IT exchange model, and suggestive that an important

K exchange graph must also be included.

As explained above, the TT exchange Deck model provides generally

neither s nor t channel helicity conservation for the full low mass (ira )
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of the O a ) enhancement. For the s wave partial amplitude, there obviously

can be no $ dependence. Thus, the issue of s or t-chamel helicity con-

servation reverts simply to a statement about the helicity of a . The pirn

exchange coupling at the irp vertex of irp ->• pnN or at the KK vertex of

Kp •* K TTN is known to populate preferentially t-chamel helicity zero p

and K . Thus, the prediction is cl e a r : the v exchange Deck model favors

t-channel helicity conservation in n p + A-p and Kp •* Qp.

Statements about helicity expectations for the a exchange graphs are

yet to be worked out in detail.

= 1 K IT component of Kp -*• K up shows t-channel

helicity conservation, consistent with the ir gyrtiangp Deck model. The

low-mass (pK) and (uK) diffractive enhancements found in K~p •* pKp and

K~p •* biKp appear to have zero helicity in the s-chamel. It should be

determined what these facts imply for the relevant u>, p and R exchange

Deck graphs.

4.5. Phases

The complex phase behavior of die f gyffang» Deck amplitude Eq. (8)

comes from two sources: first, the phase of the i4i off-shell elastic

amplitude A .., which varies with s » and t ~; second, the phase of the

Reggeized pion propagator eTlircV , which varies only as a function of

t ^ . The Illinois group made a detailed analysis of tiiese phase variations

and of their relations Hip to data. I will confine myself to a few pedagogical

remarks.

Take a fixed small value of t „ and a fixed value of M *„, and large

s. Then the phase of A i s roughly i , and the phase dependence of \

for ap -i- a T p is approximately
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i espl- iTO^/2] * i expl- i ^ y ^ a (36)

9
Because <|t *|> 2^0.15 (GeV/c) , the average phase of the aiplitude differs

from i by about 15°, when a^ % °-9 (GeV/c)'2.

This average phase varies only gradually as M t changes, since chaiges

of M a* in the low mass region produce only gradual chaiges in <*:aa*>

and <S,TN>. Thus, no draiiatic resonance like phase variation can be expected

from the model as M ^ is altered, in agreement with data.

One inportant phase feature of the model is its prediction of the relative

phase between different J states at small M iej!- This relative phase is

not zero because die s, p, d, ... waves sanple the exp(+ iro't *) dis-

tribution in different ways. Reexpressing the phase dependence on t *

as a dependence on cosB (t t " ̂ l + ^ h °°S0P» t^e pbase of the s wave

is proportional to an integral

f (cosep 6cos6t , (37)
-1

whereas that of the p-wave is proportional to a different integral, of

the form
+1

-1
f(coset) coset dcoset (38)

According to the Illinois paper , a 90° phase difference is thus

obtained between the 1 s(pn) and 1 p (eir) partial vases, when the slope

0/ =0.9 (GeV/c)"2. No phase difference is obtained if c/ - 0, of course,

since then the IT exchange phase is purely real. This 90° phase difference
2

agrees with the phase extracted froa data , and is it

group as srpportive of the Regge nature of the pica.

2
agrees with the phase extracted froa data , and is interpreted by the Illinois
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If all relative phases predicted by the model agreed with data, this

conclusion might be compelling. However, Che 1 s to Q's relative
Q

phase does not agree well with data. Moreover, support for the idea
i _2

that a^ = 1 (GeV/c) is hard to reconcile with the apparent absence of
12 *

shrinkage mentioned in Section 2. Finally, fran the necessity for K

exchange in Kp * Qp, as concluded above, it appears that a p exchange

graph might be required in a more complete treatment of n p + (3ir)p. The

inclusion of this graph is expected to modify phases, but it is hard to

gauge its quantitative impact.
5. CONCLUSIONS

g
As a result of the detailed analysis by the Illinois group , the

Reggeized pion exchange Deck model has been shown to reproduce &. en

Tip •+ (3TT)P, at small values of (3ir) invariant mass, to a far more successful

degree than previously believed. Nevertheless, several aspects of the pion

exchange amplitude are uncertain. These include the absence of a form factor,

and the issue of whether Reggeization is justified. If reasonable alterations

are made in the amplitude, the agreement with data, including the crucial

Jr content, worsens considerably.

In this article I have concentrated more on Kp -»• (K>nr)N. The pion

exchange Deck model reproduces these data much less well.

I identified two important characteristic features of the pion exchange

Deck amplitude. First, that the amplitude produces a distribution da/df>s

which peaks sharply towards 0 = 0 (Sections 3.3 and 4.2). This property
s

i s intimately associated with the t-charmel exchange property of Deck graphs.

A "u-channel" graph, having a p or K exchange, provides a peak towards
4 - 7T. Angle <)> i s the s-channel arimuthai angle of a in the decays s
* . * .

A - • ( a n ) .



The second characteristic feature of the pion-exchange graph i s associated

with quantum mnfoer or symmetry properties. These cat be tested by features

in dst% such as cross-overs of differential czoss-sections (c.f. Table 1)

or polarizations, whose signs carry the signature of specific quantum umbers.

Predicticns were made and experimental investigations suggested to

pursue both points listed above. In particular, selections on cos* for
s

ap •• a Tip were proposed to separate the regions of phase space in vhich the

picn exchange and a exchange Deck graphs dominate. The quantum nuaber

characteristics of TI exchange (a exchange) should prevail only in the
region cos<t> > 0 (cos* < 0).s s

Data on several reactions show that although do/d* peaks near <t>s ' 0,

as expected for the it exchange Deck graph, the overall distribution i s

nuch more symmetric than would be consistent with it exchange only. The

need for a substantial contribution from a exchange seems demanded. For

Kp ->• K nv>, the K exchange graph appears to have weight roughly equal to

that of TT exchange.

The inclusion of a K exchange graph in the Deck model description of

K°p -+ Q°p and K°p •* Q°p resolves also the erroneous prediction of the

cross-over systematics, obtained from the if exchange Deck graph only.

This proposal can be tested in detail with the SLAC K?p data, by means of

the cos* selections described above. The incorporation of a K exchange
s

graph further improves agreement of the model with experimental values of the

integrated cross-section and the slope b of the production differential

cross-section.

The reactions trp + IT (TTA ) are described by a sum of pion and baryon

exchange Deck graphs, whose characteristic cross-over systematic^ differ
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in sign.1 5 This prediction of the Deck model was verified at 16 GeV/c.

The success confirms both the uti l i ty of the eos<|>g selection procedure and

the fact that quantum raster characteristics of both Deck model graphs axe

evident in the data.

It remains unclear whether a resonant X - 1 signal i s present in the

A. and Q region data. A possible method for separating the resonances

from the large Deck background was discussed in Section 4.3. Charge-exchange

processes, such as K~p •* (Kjm)n and Kp * (3m)A, deserve special experimental

emphasis because the s-wave Deck background in tiiese reactions i s much reduced

from i t s level in diffractive processes.

Tony Hey and John Dainton deserve special praise for organizing an

excellent encounter session at Daresbury. The calculations reported here

ware al l performed at Argonne. The text was revised during February while

I was a visitor at CERN. I am grateful to D. Anati and many others of the

Theoretical Studies Division, COW for warm hospitality during this period.

I have benefitted from discussions with numerous colleagues, among whom I

may mention P. Pirila1, A. B. WLcklund, S. Stergiou, P. Schmid, S, B. Ljung,

D. K. 0. Morrison, L. Mantanet, L, Dick, and G. C. Fox.
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APPENDIX: KINEMATICS

The process treated is ap — a trN. Momentum vectors of the initial

and final state particles are denoted by p and q, respectively, and masses

by m.

The invariants of interest are

s *= to +q ^)Z= M* , (A. 3)

'„ = K - P.) • <A-7>
Note that

s + + t . + t = m + m # + m + 1 (A. o)
ir a aa* air a a * pN

and

s jfc + s + s * = s + m * + m + m • {A« 9)
ira* » N a *N a* * N x '

A. 1. 1 t-Channel Variables; A Rest Frame

A set of interesting independent kinematic variables is s, M *, t -
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Q and <f> , where 6 and $ are the t-channel scattering angles defined in

Fig. 19, in the rest frame of A (q - q * + <J = 0).
A* * ^

In terms of these variables, the energies and magnitudes of the three-

vector momenta of a, N, a , and ir are

(M

\

(s

xi

(K

I
A*

/ 2

_ j

1/2

! + ma " W

2 2
A a'

2 . 2
"N • M A *

2MA*

2 M A*
1 / 2 (M 2 * ,

' W

)

m 2 )

2 m 2 ,
m 4-> zii I

a* ' I T '

(A. 14)

E , = M A # - E a , . (A. 16)

Note that

*aa* = ( V ' p a ) 2 = m a* + ^ " 2 E
a * E » + 2 I q

a*' ' P '

Thus, we can express

where functions g. and g_ depend on no invariants other than those listed

explicitly. Moreover,
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(A. 19)
+ sin 0. sin x cos <|> }

The angle x between vectors a and p is defined through

2 2 2 2
t = - s - t + m + M * + in + m
aN pN a A * N p

2 2 ( A ' 2 0 )

= ma + mN ' 2EaEN + 2'Pal ' V COS X '

Therefore,

\ N = «3(S' MA*} + g 4 ( 8 ' MA*' V C°8 91
(A. 21)

+ g 5 ( 8 ' M A * ' t p N ) Sindt c o s + t '

where functions g , g., and g depend on the three invariants listed (plus

masses).

a * N a* N a * N ( A 2 2 )

cos x + sin 6. sin x COB $,.}
• a^ i" •• t t

In the limit of high s {̂ t> M .* ) ,
A

E N " * S / 2 M A * ' ( A > 2 3 )

A * • (A. 24)

Moreover, for high s and (typical) forward production (t -• 0),

E a "* (MA* + m a ) / 2 M A * ' (A" 2 5 )

| P a | - ( M A * - ^ ) / 2 M A * , (A. 26)

cos x •* -1 + terms of order s . (A. 27)



In this limit, the <J> dependence in Eqs. (A. 21) and (A. 22) drops out

leaving

We observe that large s is intimately correlated with the region c o s j a - 1 ,

In the limit t — 0 (no restriction on s), we can rewrite Eq. (A. 17) as

Combining Eqs. (A. 28) and (A. 30), we observe

when t — 0, and s is large. The only restriction on M * is that s ^> M ^
pN A A

(and s ^> all other masses in the reaction).

An identical algebraic manipulation results in

" S 2 2 ' { }

p
The expressions (A. 31) and (A. 32) are crucial for analyses of the J

structure of the Deck amplitude in the A rest system.
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A. 1. 2 s-Channel Variables; A Rest Frame

An alternative set of variables are s, M + , t , 6 and 4> , where Q

and 4> are s -channel scattering angles, defined in Fig. 12 , in the rest frame
s

of A (q. * = q ^ + q_ = 0). Angle (j> has the same value in the overallc. m.
A a* f ™ ^ sÂ*

frame.

The eq-aations (A. 10) through (A. 16) still apply. However, now

4 +

= g3(s, M ^ ) + g6(s, M^+) cos 61 g . (A. 34)

As fixed s and M $, the distribution in cos 8 reflects directly any structure

associated with the variables s ,T and s . .
ir N a*N

Sa*N m N + "a* + 2 E N E
a * " 2 ' %' ' V ' C ° S ° s (A> 35)

The momentum transfer variable
2 2

t 2E

+ 2 I p I I q j . I {cos 0 cos x + sin6 sinx cos <j> }

+ g?(s, MA*, tpN) cos 8 s (A. 37)

(A.38)
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In the limit of high s,

h l i ' (A-39)

' I V I

A. 1. 3 Thi eshold Limits of A

It is useful to remark that in the limit M # — (m . + m ), Eq. (A. 17)

reduces to

'„* = t»a,+»w) " m / . (A-41)

and

(m t + m ^m )
TT pN a* a' . ._,

r—r-rr^ n»«> (A. 42)air (m ^ + m ) a* ir

The values of t * and t are fixed once t „ is given. Corrections to these
aa* air pN

expressions above threshold are proportional to the pion momentum in the A

rest system.
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TABLE 1. CAPTION

Fairs of inelastic reactions are l i s ted in Coluni 1. Cbe nenfcer of

each pair i s related to the other by line-reversal in tiie t-channel. la

the remaining coluans, I present predictions for the cross-over systanatics

of the production differential cross sections, based on the Deck model.

Colum 3 l i s t s the asynptotic cross-over systanatics of the differential

cross-sections da/dt' far these pairs, according to the picn-exehange

Deck model. The predictions are s t r i c t ly valid only in the portion of

phase-space where pion-exchaige dominates (e.g. cos<j> > 0; see Section 4.2.2

but, in certain cases, they may continue to be correct beyond. In Coluni 2

of parts (a) and (b), the ITN charge states appearing in the Deck graph

are noted; for the target a dissociation processes in parts (c) and (d), the

air charge states are presented.

Column 5 l i s t s the asymptotic cross-over systematics for the portion

of decay phase space (cos6 < 0) controlled by the a exchange Deck
s

graph. The net cross-over observed in the full data sample (- 1 £ cosif £ 1)

depends upon die relative weights of the n-exchange and a exchange graphs.



TABLE l . a

P ro j ec t i l e Dissociation; Proton Target

*Process

K*p * ( K V ) P

•V

pp •

pp •

pp •

pp

K°P

>pVp

•• (nirt)p

f (rm")p

*• A^Vp

+• K*Vp

• K V*p

taon Exchange Deck
cos* > 0

s
Reflection of the
Elastic Scattering

of

iT~p

w"p

ir'p

Graph

Systematics for
the Slopes of do/dt'

and Cross-over

V > V

bp>bp

bjjo > bwy

The Other
cos<)>s <

Reflection of the
Elastic Scattering

of

P°P

np

np

s
K**p

Graph
: 0

Systematics for
the Slopes of do/dt

and Cross-over

v-v-

¥> bp

Predict ions for u p * £°TT p, for ir*p + g 0^ 4? are the sa ie as for it% •*• 0°^,



TABLE l.b

Projectile Dissociation; Neutron Target

Process

K*n * (KV)n

ir n •

pn •*•

pn *

pn *

pn -»•

pVn

(nif)n

(A+fir')n

(K*V>

(K*"n+)n

Pion Exchange Deck
cos<(is > 0

Reflection of the
Elastic Scattering

of

iTn (i.e. ir p)

11*11 ( i .e . ir*p)

it+n ( i . e . n"p)

ir"n ( i . e . IT p)

tr"n ( i . e . 7r p)

ir n ( i . e . ir"p)

ir~n ( i . e . u p)

IT n ( i . e . ir"p)

Graph

Systematics for
the Slopes of da/dt'

and Cross-over

bjrf > bjj-

I * N. l a

D J. ** D H

b > b -
P P

bp> b p

The Other
COS<j)fl <

Reflection of the
Elastic Scattering

of

Q

o n

nn

nh

Graph
: 0

Systematics for
the Slopes of da/dt1

and Cross-over

V >bK*"

v-

b p >

V

bp

> b p

> b R O



TABLE l.c

Target Dissociation; Proton Target

Process

K p •*• K (A IT )

IT p -»• it ( n i t )

7T p •* 71 (A 7T }

pp + p(nn)

p> •• pGm*)

pp •*• p(A IT )

pp •+• p(A IT )

Pion Exchange Deck
cos* > 0s

Reflection of the
Elastic Scattering

of

KV

wV

i rV

ir p (i.e. ir"p)

ir"p

ir-p (i.e. n+p)

Graph

Systematics for
the Slopes of do/dt'

and Cross-over

b^- > b£f likely but depends
on the unknown properties of
KIT scattering. See text.

bjH- > bjj- likely but depends
on the unknown properties of
Kir scattering. See text.

b - > b + likely but depends
on the unknown properties of
TTTT scattering. See text.

\+ > bn- likely but depends
on die unknown properties of
nix scattering. See text.

The Other
COS* '

a

Reflection of the
Elastic Scattering

of

A*

ir*n <ir+p)

TT A

CD

Graph
i 0

Systematics for
the Slopes of da/dt1

and Cross-over

hr >bK+

V >bK+

V > V

v > v-

V bP

b p > b p



TABLE l.d

Target Dissociation; Neutron Target

Process

K*n •> K^pir")

A

i^n

pn

pn

pn

"*• K ~ ( A I T )

•+• IT ( p i t )

•* P(PO

•*• p(p ir")

"̂  P C A IT )

•• oCA IT j

Pica Exchange Deck
cos* > 0s

Reflection of the
Elastic Scattering

of

KV

ir"ir"

A+

n-p (i.e. /p)

/p

ir+p (i .e. ifp)

Graph

the

v>

v>

b p >

b p >

Systematics for
> Slopes of da/dt
and Cross-over

bj^- likely; see

V

V

V

bp

bp

likely

likely

likely

see

see

see

text.

text.

text.

text.

The Other
cos<))s >

Reflection of the
Elastic Scattering

of

K V

A"

pp

pp

pA~

pA'

Graph
s 0

Systematics for
the Slopes of do/dt '

and Cross-over

b . >b +

?
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

1. The pion exchange (a) and a exchange (b) Deck graphs for the reaction

ap -»• a TTN. The ovals represent the full elastic scattering amplitudes.

In (c), a general double peripheral graph is drawn for the reaction

ab •*• 1 2 3. Symbols a, and a 2 denote trajectories.

2. A pion exchange Deck graph for ap •+ aimp. the ovals represent the

elastic scatterings aw •* air and up -*• irN.

3. Diagram illustrating the kinematic -variables for ap •+ a nN.

4. The differential cross section da/cM, fran up -»- (3n)p. This

figure is taken from Ref. 8. Data points are combined 11 to 25 GeV/c

data. The curve is the Illinois IT exchange Deck model result,

Ref. 8.

5a. Distribution of events as a function of (Kmr) mass from K~p •+ (Kmr)p

at 40 GeV/c. Data are from Ref. 14. The full histogram is for all

events and the shaded portion for events in which there is no K ir

anbiguity.

5b. Differential cross-section da/cKr*. calculated from the Reggeized

pion exchange Deck anplitude at 40 GeV/c. The shaded portion is the

contribution from K~p •*• K. ̂ n ^"P' ^ereas the rest pertains to

K~p -+ KQQ^ ir'p. The curves are given in absolute units. If only the

charged particle decay mode K ° + K"ir+ is accepted, the normalization

should be scaled down by the factor (4/9).

6, The integrated production cross-section for ir"p •*• ATp obtained by

the Illinois group from their n exchange Deck model (Ref. 8). The

k^ is defined as H ^ between 1.05 and 1.25 GeV.
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7. Cross-sections o± and a obtained from the Reggeized ir exchange

Deck model are presented as a function of incident kaon lab monentun.

o_ i s the cross section for K"p * Kg^Tr p, with K -*- K~TT , only,

or for K°p -»• Kgqgp (K •* K°ir )a, i s the cross-section for

K+p + K^ir+p (K*° -• K+ir~) or for K°p •> K*~7r+p (K*~ + K ? O ; and

o i s the cross-section for the charge-exchange process

K"p -+ K "ir+n •+ K?TrV*n. For a l l results , the two selections imposed

are Mass (K ir) < 1.5 GeV and Mass G*r) > 1.34 GeV, where N denotes

the final nucleon.

8a. Pion-exchange diagram for Kp •*• (Rn)(-np). This graph i s more

conplete in that the full (Rir) anplitude i s retained, not jus t the

K*(890).

8b. Kaon-exchange diagram for ¥p •* <jnr)(Kp).

9. Slopes b for the differential cross-section du/dt' = oaxp(-bt')

obtained from the Reggeized ir exchange Deck model calculations

described in the text, as a function of incident kaon lab uxxoentua.

Slope b_ i s for K"p •* Kĝ QiTp or for K?p •* ̂ Q^~? Slope b +

i s for K+p •* Kgg0Tr+p or

i s made which res t r ic ts the K ir invariant mass to be below 1.5 GeV,

in the "Q region". In (b), an additional selection res t r ic t s the

final rip invariant mass to be greater than 1.34 GeV. All slopes are

f i t ted over the range 0.02 < | t ' | < 0.5 (GeV/c)2.

10. Pion-exchange Deck graphs for the processes i rp -* pSrp and

K1? * K*Vp.

11. Pion-exchange Deck graphs for

(a) I^p + Kir"p and

(b) XPp * K*"ir+p .
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12. Diagram in which the s-channel decay angles (8 , 4>_) of A -* (a IT)
s s

axe defined.
13. The distribution da/d<t> for K~p + KgggirN as obtained fran the TT

exchange Deck model at 14 GeV/c. The selections Mass (K ir) £ 1.5 GeV

and Mass (NIT) _> 1.34 GeV were inposed. The full distribution is for

the "diffractive" xeaction (in vMch N = proton), whereas the shaded

distribution is for the charge-exchange process. The normalization is

in arbitrary tnits for both reactions, adjusted so that the cross-sections

at <b = 0 are equal. Results are presented in histogram form, as

obtained from the Mante Carlo event generator.

14a. The slope b of the production differential cross section for

K~p •+ KgQQiTp at 40 GeV/c is plotted -versus the nass of the (K ir)

system, for 4 selected intervals of (K ir) mass. Results of the ir

exchange Deck model are cocpared with Serpukhov data (Ref. 14). The

dashed line is drawn to aid the eye.

14b. Slopes b+ of do/dt' predicted by the Beggeized ir exchange Deck

model for KTp ->• (K orr±)p [or, equLvalently, for K°p •*• (K ir*p]

are shown as a function of (K ir) invariant mass at 8 GeV/c. The

selection Mass (pir) > 1.34 GeV is inposed.

15. Polarizations predicted by the ir exchange Deck model for
K±P •* (^K89O7I±^p a t 1 4 GeV/c are plotted against mass of the (K ir)

system,

16. Polarizations predicted by the ir exchange Deck model for K"p •*

at 14 GeV/c are plotted as a function of momentum transfer from the

initial to final proton. The mass (K IT) is integrated from threshold

up to 1.5 GeV, and the mass (pir1) is restricted to be greater than
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1.34 GeV. Noted on the figure is the fact that the final pn mass

spectrum covers a broad range, with mean value roughly 2.4 GeV.

17. Sane as Fig. 16, but for incident kaon momentum of 20 GeV/c.

18. As for Fig. 17, but at 40 GeV/c.

19. Diagram in which the t-channel decay angles (e t , <fO of A + ( a TT)

are defined.

20a. The differential cross-section da/dcosS™* as a function of the

6KK*t-channel angle coeS,™^ between incident K and final K for the

reactions K"p •> KoqnirN at 14 GeV/c, as predicted by the ir~ exchange

Deck model. The selections imposed are Mass(K IT) <_ 1.5 GeV and

Mass (NIT) > 1.34 GeV. the full distribution is for the "diftractive"

reaction (in which N = proton), whereas the shaded portion is for the

charge-exchange process (N = neutron). Hie normalization is in

arbitrary units (for integrated cross-secticns, see Fig. 7). Results

are presented in histogram form, as obtained from the ftbnte Carlo

event generator.

20b. As in (a), except that results are given for incident kaon momentum

4.2 GeV/c and for the more restricted mass selection M(K ir) <. 1.3 GeV.

The dip near cose = 1 is due to the selection Mass (m*) ̂ 1.34 GeV,

which is very restrictive at low momentum.

21. An examination of the sensitivity of the predicted distribution

do/dcosegg* to alterations of the TT exchaige Deck amplitude. The

full distribution was obtained from the amplitude given in Eq. (8),

whereas the shaded portion resulted after the factor %(s u K* - u~ )

was replaced by s ^ . Results are given for K~p •*• K ir"p at

14 GeV/c with the selections noted.

22. Cross-secticns for die dominant J** states present in the low mass

(3ir) enhancement, as predicted by the Illinois IT exchange Deck
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model for 7rp ->• (3ir)p at 16 GeV/c, are given as a fraction of (3n)

invariant HBSS; from Ref. 8.

23. The distribution da/dji. as a finction of the t-charxiel azimuthal

angle § The curve was obtained from the ir~ exchange Deck aiplitude,

Eq. (8), for K~p -»• KgggiTp at 14 GeV/c. Hie selections inposed «ere

Mass (K*ir) < 1.5 GeV and Ifess ( p O > 1.34 GeV.

24. The two-dimensional decay phase-space of A -* a ir in terns of the

t-channel decay angles, as defined in Fig. 19. At high energy the

IT" exchange and a exchange Deck graphs of Fig. 1 concentrate

events into the two comers noted in the figure.
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